
 

 

FAQ’s: Woman Of Distinction 2020 

Who is Pixifyentertainment and what Woman of Distinction is? 

Pixifyentertainment is a UK based entertainment company which holds the Woman of distinction 

trademark. Woman of Distinction is International standard pageant which is first launched in India and 

then will expand to Dubai, Singapore, Europe, Canada and USA. Our vision is to create global platform 

for Indian Woman. 

What are the eligibility criteria?  

We believe that beauty comes any shape size and age. We do not have any height weight and age 

criteria. However, there will be three categories according to the age to create a fair competition. 

 Is there any registration cost to apply? 

There is an audition fee. The fee is stated clearly on the form along with the options for mode of 

payment. Once you receive the audition call the fee is payable within five working days to secure your 

spot. 

Is there any hidden cost that I should know about? 

Other than the audition fee and the Pageant fees which would be disclosed on the onset, there won’t be 

any other compulsory fees.   

 When is the Audition? Is it compulsory to attend? 

There will be one or two rounds of auditions. We will let you know the format in the audition invitation 

letter. Auditions will be conducted in March and May 

Where will the auditions be?  

First round would be online/Telephonic. Second round will be Mumbai, Delhi, Kolkata and Bangalore  

I live a small town is it necessary to travel for the auditions.  

Majority of the auditions will be done face to face but if there is any genuine reason they can be 

arranged via video call. 

Who can apply for the Auditions? 

Women above age 18 (Unmarried/Married/Divorced/Widow) who are India citizen or of Indian origin 

are eligible to apply. 

Are there any age categories? 



 

 

Yes there are three categories  

Age 18-28 

Age 29-39  

Age 40+  

 

We reserve the right to modify the categories  

Can my Husband/family member come for the audition?  

Yes, this is very much a family oriented event and a family support is welcomed.  

What if I am staying far or traveling or miss the auditions?  

We have an option of online/telephonic/video interviews.  

Is there a requirement of professional picture for application? 

No. We request for a latest/recent picture as a reference record.  

 I am not a full time professional or businesswoman, will that be a drawback? 

We understand everyone has their own choices to make and we do not evaluate based on profession or 

business.  

 I am work in full time job, will it be very demanding.  

Pageant is designed to be very rigorous so a lot of efforts will be needed from your side. But most of the 

training is arranged online through flexible modules. However you will need to commit for the stay for a 

week during finale.  

Is the stay and travel is included in the pageant fee. 

Travel cost is not included; however when you reach the venue everything will be provided by us 

including food stay and transportation. 

Do I need to be a model to participate? 

No.  

 What will be there on the finale? 

 Finale will be an extravagant event with training and appearance and various rounds and will last for a 

week. 

 

I am very short in height and/or on healthier side, will I be not chosen by you? 

We do not have such criteria which restrict any height, weight, size or physical aspect of an individual. 

Our criteria are already available on application form. 



 

 

  

I don’t know anything about pageants? 

During our training we provide entire information on National and International pageants. We do not 

expect any applicant to know everything about pageants at audition stage. To know more anyone can 

also have a look at our Facebook and YouTube journeys. 

Do I need to be associated with any charity? 

No. If you are associated, we are happy to know and support you. 

Do I have to speak English only? 

This is not necessary. All National and International pageants allow translators hired by the finalist to 

represent and communicate in English during the pageant. 

How many finalists are chosen?  

The number varies every year. 

 Is any of the amount for registration or pageant refundable? 

Registration fee and Pageant fee is non-refundable. Under certain circumstances, it relies on 

management to discuss the matter for refund. Please note registration fee and pageants fee is different. 

Pageant fee is applicable only to selected finalists. 

I will not be comfortable in swimwear or any revealing or short dresses? 

As per our policy, we respect every individual’s choice to present herself. In addition to this, our pageant 

does not have any swimwear round or such a criterion to evaluate. Most of the International pageants 

also offer options like sports/resort wear. 

 On what basis you select the contestants during auditions? 

Auditions undertake various parameters to know the potential of each candidate. We provide equal 

chance to every individual who applies to be one of our Queens. These various parameters include; 

conversation abilities, personal and professional information, skills, talents, hobbies. social 

understanding, capability of bonding with diverse group of women, temperament, personality, presence 

of mind, answering capability, willingness to transform and more aspects that makes an individual 

showcase uniqueness of her own to be the chosen one. 

 What kind of training is provided? 

We are the only inclusive pageants who have excellent training sessions with industry experts. 

We believe in providing multiple and extensive training at National level so that each finalist learns to 

strengthen her capabilities and is ready for any pageant world over, nationally and internationally. The 

details of the training will be provided in the finalist welcome letter.To name few, we have provided 

make-up tutorials, styling, photography, catwalk and much more for our amazing finalists. 

 Am I supposed to do charity compulsory? 



 

 

Charity begins from your heart. We do not force any finalists to be involved or get involved unless she is 

truly dedicated towards the good cause. We support some charities and encourage finalists to support 

them, this is optional and we do appreciate the smallest participation/contribution by each finalist. 

 When will I get to know if I am shortlisted? 

Once you have applied, usually our team will call and email you to fix an Interview appointment for 

auditions. And once you send the relevant documents and fees we will fix an interview call. 

Can I bring my family including children to finale 

Families are encouraged to come and watch but we will not be able to provide the stay for them. We 

can however negotiate a discounted rates for any additional rooms. 

 I have never worn heels? 

Our mentors will help you in guiding for heels and provide training in heels during catwalk sessions. 

 I don’t know how to do make up or am not good at it or I have basic understanding? 

We have make-up tutorials for our finalists and provide a list of our official onboard make-up artists with 

whom you can hire one-to-one make up tutorials.  

 I have never done any charity work? 

Charity work is an individual choice and we completely understand if you have not done any charity 

work. This does not affect your selection. 

 I am not a great public speaker or I can’t talk in front of too many people? 

At our mentoring sessions, we provide training and tips and techniques that help our finalists to build 

confidence in speaking or addressing audience at large when on stage.  

 Is there any additional fee? 

a) Auditions: 

There is no additional fee for Auditions except the entry/registration/audition fee as stated.  

b) WOD Finalists Pageant fee  

After shortlisting, the training cost is applicable, and all details are provided prior to being on board as 

one of our finalists. As per our policy, we clearly state the one-time cost This is provided immediately 

after selection and before orientation of the new season. Pageant training cost is a one-time cost for the 

entire season and included training, official photos, PR, stay and food during the finale and mentoring 

and grooming. There are no other compulsory costs further to this.  

c) Ad hoc cost 

Ad hoc cost can be also determined as deposit for wardrobe sponsor, tickets - depending on your friends 

and family attending the show. Ad-hoc prices may occur at times but most of them are optional. 



 

 

 The cost spent by any chosen finalist for her own dresses/gowns/make up products/shoes/heels/bags 

etc., are not termed as pageant training cost or cost attached to the company. 

 Is there any hidden cost? 

Every cost is discussed and well informed to the finalist whenever required. There is no hidden cost but 

a proper communication provided to justify if any cost arises or is required apart from one-time cost 

stated in earlier point. Please note taxes cannot be hidden cost. 

What is the expenditure like on shoes, clothes etc.? 

Every individual is unique and has a choice of her own. We cannot determine the cost or value for any 

individual’s affordability. We value and respect everyone with their choices. 

 Can I take mentoring sessions on one to one basis from the coach? 

Yes. You can take one-to-one mentoring session from any of our official coach or founder/director.  Our 

mentors are well equipped with knowledge and are provided with pageant format. If you wish to take 

one-to-one sessions our mentors will charge as per industry rate. s. Any outside mentor does not have 

any association with our system and in such cases, we are not liable for any further information. It will 

be completely your choice to hire the services and settle payments. 

Can I get online training? 

Yes, we provide opportunities for online training.  

Who will do my make up?  

We have suitable make-up artists on board as a team, freelancers and sponsors. You may also choose to 

book your own artist if you feel that’s best for you during our rounds/finale with prior approval. 

 I am not good at posing? 

Our mentoring sessions help finalists to learn more about posing 

 I don’t know what should I do on talent? 

Our mentors will guide you to discuss this further during your pageant journey 

 What are preliminary rounds? 

Preliminary rounds are pre-finale rounds that are evaluated before the pageant finale. Preliminary 

round can be photoshoot, talent and interview round where finalist is scored on posing, talent and 

interviewed on 1/2 questions. These are subject to change and we will confirm this when you get 

selected as a finalist. 

 How is the evaluation done? 

Every year evaluation is based on various criteria. These criteria involve personality, social presence, 

talent, skills, ability to speak, understanding the overall format and more. All details are provided to the 

finalist during orientation and from time to time till Grand Finale. 

 Do I need to attend all sessions? 



 

 

While we recommend you attend all the mentoring and training sessions, we also understand genuine 

reasons for absence. We may be able to provide link for the recorded sessions however we cannot 

guarantee that.   

What is the cost for entire pageant? 

The cost of the pageant is the second phase of our pageant. The cost is clearly and transparently 

discussed and disclosed with all our selected potential finalists after selection and before officially 

having you on board. Every year we hire number of mentors and venue and additional support to make 

the journey valuable. This cost also includes sponsorship of make-up training, outfits etc.,  

Will I get to know the scores? 

We are aiming to be a fair and transparent pageant and the scores will be made available. However our 

Judges’ decision will be final and we do not in any way influence their decision.  

What is my future prospective after winning the pageant or becoming the Queen? 

Winners will have incredible journey exposure and PR. They could be felicitated at various functions in 

UK and India, raised awareness and funds for various social causes, modelled for brands and make-up 

artists in the industry, invited as guest speakers and much more. It is very important to understand that 

we provide the best platform to showcase your talent and how you promote and make the benefit of 

this achievement highly depends on your commitment towards the Crown. Main winners in each 

category can get wild card entry in the UK pageant. 

 Indeed, Crown comes with many Responsibilities! 

 


